. It is the sitter's diagnosis which is in question. A Boston dermatologist believes the boy's condition to be impetigo contagiosa. Panofsky, the art historian, is in no doubt that the diagnosis is secondary syphilis.'8 The sensitive and tragic face ofthe boy is portrayed with merciless realism in black ink and red and yellow chalk. The nature and distribution of the lesions-papular and absent from the corners of the mouth and the junction ofear pinna to face makes impetigo unlikely. Panofsky's diagnosis of syphilis can also be questioned. He placed much emphasis on a pencilled inscription on the back of the drawing which was erased between 1876 and 1910.`9 The alleged inscription read "Portrait of Ulrich van Hutten in the year of his death". Ulrich van Hutten was a well known German poet, humanist, patriot and religious reformer. He had by his own account several attacks of syphilis and wrote denouncing most harshly the value of mercury treatment. There may have been more than one reason for his vehemence; his family, like the infamous Fuggers, had an interest in "making a corner" of the imports of guaiacum, the popular therapeutic alternative to mercury, from the West Indies. Ulrich van Hutten did in fact die in the year noted at the head of the drawing, 1523. It is known that he was small of stature and puny but even allowing for artistic licence, this portrait does not suggest a man of 35 years, which was van Hutten's age in the year of removed chemically before the plate is used for printing. In this early application of intaglio the detail and shading obtained is quite remarkable.2' The original painting is said to be in the Bibliotheque National, in Paris.
The picture is self-explanatory. The lignum vitae tree imported from the West Indies is stripped and the shavings used to make a concoction which is administered fresh to the patient as guaiacum. It was said to be particularly efficacious in those suffering from the bone pains of the morbus gallicus and so common in the first hundred years of the disease in Europe. According to my researches guaicum has not appeared in a pharmacopoeia since 1677 and then as a gum.
Our next is a 17th century engraving by Jacques his death. Nor do known woodcut portraits of van Hutten-I have inspected three-resemble this boy. 20 What of the lesions themselves? Many are nodular rather than papular and their size and random distribution do not fit well with secondary syphilis as we know it. The giving him a crown of thorns. Since then, in artistic symbolism, thorns have implied grief and tribulation. St Catherine of Sienna, for example, has thorns as the sign of her martyrdom. Furthermore, of all plants and flowers, the thom has become the one most closely associated with sin. That ancient Jewish sect, the Pharisees, who now personify self-righteous hypocrisy, wore thorns in the hems of their gaberdines (those long upper garments), to remind themselves to guard against sinning and to give us the concept of mortification of the flesh in the phrase "thorn in the flesh".
Thorns in the flesh have been found in two 16th century works portraying Venus. Bronzino (1503-72) was an allegorical painter. In his masterpiece, "Allegory of Venus and Cupid" (fig 19) , several allegories may be discerned; for example, regarding time (Chronus, top right), regarding cheating (note the masks) and retribution (the girl in green with the scorpion's tail). But the title appears to direct our attention to the intertwined bodies of Venus and Cupid. Is 28 Centrally is Venus with her dove-drawn chariot. She holds the reins. In her shadow is Chronus with a mindful restraining hand on her shoulder. The milk motif in association with Venus signifies serious contamination in classically based paintings. Cupid takes an interest and the two putti or cherubs share a laurel wreath, symbol of virginity. In a commanding position is Minerva with spear and resplendent in plumed helmet and breast plate showing a Medusa's head with hair replaced by serpents. As well as much else, Minerva in mythology is protectress of workers in the useful and ornamental arts and trades. She is trying to direct the contaminating milk away from the youth.
That van Veen's painting alludes to syphilis only became apparent to art historians after seventy years,'8 that is, in 1664 when Luca Giordano (1632-1705) produced his "Allegory of Syphilis" (fig 23) . The Staedelsches Kunstinsitut at Frankfurt has recently restored this painting. There seems little doubt that Giordano derived the theme from Otto van Veen's composition. 29 
following an engraving by a man called Perrett. Giordano had a reputation for both speed and variety in his work. Here the style is High Baroque. It is free and easy and although it gives a sense of space the story feels concise, even dramatic. Again we are presented with the youth, the same array of mythological characters and the milk motif. Why then does Giordano choose the title "Allegory of Syphilis"? Where is the allusion to the disease? Bottom left is a prominent figure, absent from the van Veen picture-a poorly clad, barefoot, young man with a water bottle. When viewed in detail (fig 24) we readily see that he has alopecia and crusted papules on his scalp. And the bridge of his nose has collapsed. Could the long bone in his mouth allude to the bone pains so prominent in the early epidemic years of the morbus gallicus? The archeologist Walters of Monaco was the first to recognise this figure as Syphilus who featured in Fracastorius's poem "Syphilis sive morbus gallicus" (1536) 1872.
In contrast to the painting itself, Sadeler's engraving bears four Latin distichs or couplets. The first with reference to Proverbs warns against the flattering and seductive woman with an absent husband; her house is the way to hell. It should not be forgotten that in Shakespeare's time (1564-1616) the word "hell" in its sense of being a place of wickedness was commonly used for the female genitals. The bard perhaps has this in mind when he has Hamlet say ".... and hell itself breaths out contagion to this world". The second couplet also refers to Proverbs and cautions discretion "with a woman whose mouth is smoother than oil" . . . "You may mourn at the last when thy flesh and thy body are consumed ... better to rejoice with the wife of thy youth". The third couplet reinforces this last aspect. It counsels satisfaction with "the blandishments of a legal wife rather than risk connection with someone's promiscuous and "shameless daughter".
Here for the first time in art we have a contentious statement about women as a source of infection. For the first time we sense a divergence of views about sex and its possible consequences. It comes from Europe's Anglo-Saxon Reformed north rather than the Latin and Catholic south. How these attitudes develop must await artists' revelations in the coming centuries.
Before we leave the 16th century one example from a minor art form is found to be of social significance.
From 1546 to the end of the century, Andrea Alciati published several editions of his collection of "Emblemata". These were small woodcuts accompanied by a few lines of poetry. Alciati commended them for spare-time reading and said the printed woodcuts had "a bagetelle quality". Later, his 19th century editor, Green, called the emblems "trifles to amuse". 31 
